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ABSTRACT
Existing decentralized learning methods entail scalability issues
due to the number of agents involved. Independent Q-Learning
approach proposes that each agent learns its own action-values.
One drawback of this method is that the non-stationarity introduced
by Independent Q-Learning limits the use of experience replay
memory, needed in deep reinforcement learning methods such as
Deep Q-Network. This paper presents a multiagent, multi-level
solution named Clustered Deep Q-Network (CDQN) to overcome
this issue.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multiagent approaches overcome the scalability issue of single
agent settings by using decentralized policies where agents choose
their actions based on local action-state history. Centralized train-
ing of decentralized policies is a standard approach of Multiagent
Reinforcement Learning [5] and Deep Reinforcement Learning [3]
(DRL). In decentralized learning, such as Independent Q-Learning
approaches [8, 9], each agent learns its own q-values based on
its state-actions and considers other agents as part of the envi-
ronment. It introduces a non-stationarity that reduces the use of
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Figure 1: Three local learners are split into clusters blue and
orange. A local learner dli has an observation ot from the en-
vironment and suggests an action asi to its control agent dcj .

Using a voting system, dcj chooses the action alj applied by dli .

At the next iteration, dli evaluates its payoff to get a reward
and dcj updates the trust score ts of dli based on the cluster
total payoff evolution.

experience replay needed for Deep Q-Network [4] in DRL. De-
centralized policies face with another challenge: the multiagent
credit assignment [2], where joint actions usually generate only
global rewards, making it difficult for each agent to deduce its own
contribution.

2 CLUSTERED DEEP Q-NETWORK
We propose the Clustered Deep Q-Network architecture (CDQN)
to answer both challenges, experience replay in non-stationary
environments and credit assignment problem, with a hierarchical
approach where high-level agents manage clusters of low-level
learning agents and efficiently coordinate them to improve urban
policies (figure 1). A fully cooperative multiagent task can be de-
scribed as a Dec-POMDP [1] where agents must collaborate to
maximize the sum of the joint rewards they receive over multiple
iterations. A factored Dec-POMDP [6] represents states as a vector
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Figure 2: Global cumulated reward for IQL and CDQN on three different scenarios.

of state variables and the reward function is the sum of local reward
functions. The CDQN extends the Factored Dec-POMDP with the
addition of a multi-level approach. The low level contains local
learners with partial observation of their environment. The high
level contains control agents that manage clusters of local learn-
ers, performing the same action to the environment at a time step.
This aims at reducing non-stationarity by decreasing the number
of different actions applied each time on the environment. Local
learner actions are scenario-related and suggested to their cluster.
Within a cluster, the most suggested one is applied. Local learners
have an individual reward based on modifications of the payoff
between two iterations and control agents assign a trust score to
each local learner of their cluster based on specific rules. Control
agents manage clusters using two actions: separation which splits
one cluster into two new clusters that distribute local learners based
on their trust score and fusion that merges two clusters together
based on a sequence of similar applied actions. We show that some
improvements on independent DQN agents along with two inde-
pendent and decentralized levels of autonomous agents are able to
tackle the problem of limited communication in multiagent partially
observable settings and allow the use of both experience replay and
individual reward assignment.

3 EXPERIMENTATIONS
The main framework for the environment is based on the Smart-
Gov model [7] to produce a multi-level simulation for urban policy
regulation, where agents with different personalities interact in real-
world environments based on Open Street Map data. The CDQN
model is built on top of the simulator with local learners perceiving
factored states and suggesting scenario related actions to be applied
by control agents. The efficiency of control actions is evaluated
on a set of real world pricing problems in a city through three ex-
periments with the objective of maximizing the global cumulative
payoff and to minimize the number of clusters. Two scenarios de-
scribe the behavior of clusters when possible actions are performed
independently, one scenario when they are performed together,
and CDQN is compared with the IQL in each case (figure 2). The
fusion scenario relies on equivalent sequence identification and
has one control agent per districts with commuters with the same

personality. The separation scenario uses one control agent manag-
ing two districts each with commuters with different personalities.
The objective is to identify the local learners associated with each
district using trust score assignment and separate them in two
clusters, increasing the global cumulative payoff. The last scenario
combines both actions with two control agents that both have two
districts with commuters with different personalities. The objec-
tive is to identify each district and increase the cumulative payoff
by regrouping the local learners with similar commuters person-
alities together. Results show how a combination of both control
actions leads to increase the global cumulative payoff and efficiently
manage clusters in deep multiagent reinforcement settings using
Independent Q-Networks and experience replay.

4 CONCLUSION
The proposed model is composed of a high-level population of
agents that use a custom trust score assignment to manage clusters
of low-level agents. Low-level agents learn an action-value function
using individual local reward and efficient experience replay. The
multi-level, multiagent setting allows coordination even with no
communication and no interaction or feedback from other low-level
agents. Efficient management of clusters of local learners through
high-level agents helps increase local and global payoff. A simula-
tion based mechanism constructs groups of agents at both levels
through fusion and separation actions and their corresponding
Q-value functions at high levels. Using experiments on a pricing
policy problem, we show that combining the use of trust scores and
individual local rewards enables efficient learning and coordination
between low-level agents. We compare the results of DQN with
an Independent Q-Learning to demonstrate how we can overcome
non-stationarity in decentralized learning.
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